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By Bill Norville, CEO, Clearfix Aerospace

C

learfix Aerospace provides innovative products for restoring and
protecting aircraft windows. The
Clearfix Aerospace Aviation
Window Restoration System is intended for
use on polycarbonate and acrylic aircraft
windows for the removal of scratches,
hazing and other imperfections.

In normal use, aircraft windows suffer
degradation due to sun-caused oxidation,
scratching from sand and salt crystals
and improper cleaning procedures. The
lifespan of the windows can be increased
by as much as 10 times the normal
length of service with the Clearfix
Aerospace system. Pilots will enjoy
greater clarity not only during the day,

Sikorsky H-60 co-pilot door before and after Clearfix solution.
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but also at night, as Clearfix is approved
for night vision goggles and proven to
work by the U.S. military.
Clearfix’s new, patented technology was
developed and perfected more than 14
years ago by Bill Norville, a polymer chemist
and founder/CEO of Clearfix Aerospace.
“The goal from the beginning was to
make it safer to fly and reduce overall
downtime on military and civilian fixed-wing
aircraft, as well as rotorcraft,” he said.
The Clearfix system was formulated to
solve an unmet need for improved clarity
on military and civilian fixed-wing and rotorcraft without creating distortions. Most
helicopters use acrylic windows for weight
reduction, but they can sustain a significant amount of damage from sand, dirt,
debris and improper cleaning procedures.
NAVAIR estimated the Clearfix system
saved the U.S. Navy approximately $14
million, or 80 percent, over the scheduled
replacement cost of H-60 Seahawk
windows. At the same time, it reduced
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Sikorsky H-60 aircraft refurbishment before and after Clearfix solution.
Eurocopter UH-72 Lakota:
before and after Clearfix solution.

Sikorsky H-60 center windshield before and after Clearfix solution.
For a 90-second demonstration video and other before and after pictures,
go to clearfixaerospace.com.

aircraft downtime by more than 26,000
hours, or 85 percent.
Clearfix’s unique 3-step system allows
windows to be repaired without removal
from the airframe, making it safer for pilots
and the entire aircrew.
The Clearfix Aerospace System offers
exceptional performance compared to
conventional processes. The system
includes a unique coating that leaves a
1/1000-inch barrier with the same hardness factor of polycarbonate. This
patented UV protective layer is not available in any other system or process and
creates a great combination of impact and
abrasion resistance. The UV protective
layer has been proven to improve optics
and is an excellent guard against typical
UV damage and normal scratching and
hazing due to environmental conditions
and standard wear and tear.
An entire aircraft can be treated with the
Clearfix system in your facility in the time it
takes to replace one window—typically half

Erickson Sky Crane restored after firefight damage
to windows. Note no windows were replaced.

a day. The application process, once
learned, is easy to implement.

Clearfix Aerospace offers two options
for window restoration. One, a two-day
certified training program can be conducted
at your facility. Two, a certified service
team from Toledo, OH, or the Clearfix headquarters in San Diego, CA, can perform
window maintenance at your site.
All of your aircraft’s windows can be
restored at your facility to like-new condition and maintained yearly or on an asneeded basis to prolong their lifespan.
Clearfix Aerospace has been given
approved status for all platforms of
rotorcraft manufactured by Bell, Sikorsky, Airbus, MD, AgustaWestland,
Leonardo and Russian Helicopters. In
addition, it has been tested with great
results on the Robinson 22, 44 and
66 platforms.
Over the last 14 years, all windows that
have been treated, whether they were done
in-house or by Clearfix personnel as maintenance, have suffered no distortions.
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